Bob's Weekly Update
Dear Bondholders,
This has been delayed today due to software problems on Ian's Mac which refuses to sing and dance
for us.
This should be seen as another 'silly season' Update as we are short on fresh news. As I've written
before, we are I think, in a state of limbo until we have the ruling of the Luxembourg Tribunal
handed down to us.
My saga at home continues, as we currently have one table, six chairs and a TV to our collective
name, plus a gaping hole in a ceiling and damaged floors. I could write you all a couple of pages on
left and right hands not talking to each other, but I won't. My wife is finally getting her operation
next Friday so needless to say there will be no BWU next week.

The FSCS Claim Forms
We had another incisive email from Leslie the other day:
“Bob
How can we find out how many bond holders have made a claim for compensation, how many have
been paid and what value were the claims that have been paid. It would be interesting to see if they
have decided to start by paying the smallest claims first and if they are taking into account those
who are in ill health or dire financial position first, which in my humble opinion is what they should
be doing. Although from the mess that we have been left in by the FSA/FCA perhaps I’m being too
naïve or optimistic.
Following on from one of your previous updates I am still hearing stories of emails being sent to
BDO still not being answered. Perhaps if we owed them money they would be much more proactive.
Regards
Leslie”
I would also like to know how many people have sent in their forms and been successful in their
claim. I'm aware of several hundred forms that have been sent in, and know some have been paid.
I'll reproduce, below, a delightful email received by ARM Help on just that subject. However, only
this week I received another email telling me that the writer had submitted their forms five weeks
ago and have heard nothing further.
This is the sort of email that makes it worth my continuing to commit my time to this cause:
“I would like to thank everyone involved with the information and support your web sight
has given me over the two years or so. I followed with interest every week Bobs update
and these eventually helped me receive compensation from the FSCS. I wish you all the
best in your quest and hope you all get what you wish for. I honestly thought I had lost my
investment. Once again THANK YOU very much.
Best regards,

C”

Are You a Maltese Investor?
Still on the subject of the FSCS claims forms, I'm hearing that some of you are paying as much as
EUR300 for assistance in completing your forms. My first reaction was to book a flight to Valletta
and open a temporary claims office, but I resisted the impulse.
Please, if you need help with the forms, you need to be aware that MFSP, the original Maltese
distributors in Malta of the ARM bonds, are assisting investors free of charge. So just give them a
call and say Bob sent you!

Investment Advice?
This is typical of the sort of email we are receiving and goes to the reason I looked into buying out
my bonds from my SIPP at their current £0 valuation. I had hoped to write off the loss against other
tax liabilities. I was advised that the trustees of the SIPP would never allow it but it was worth a try.
This correspondent has a different slant on things and I'm reproducing it just for it's information
value to readers, I think it is good to know your not alone:
“Ian,
Firstly may I thank you and Bob for all the excellent communications and work behind the scenes.
Whilst the saga of the Arm bonds continues I have had a thought that needs some clarification. If a
bond holder pursues a claim through the FSCS and receives compensation up to the maximum of
£50,000, but their investment is greater than the compensation, is the difference allowable against
tax as a trading loss?. It seems to me that as the bond transfers to the FSCS the bond holder has
suffered a loss similar to selling stocks and shares at a loss.
I appreciate that this a question that needs an answer that may be financial advice, but I thought I
should ask just in case it has already been asked or perhaps there is someone amongst your readers
who would like to share their thoughts on this subject.
I fully understand that you may decline to respond and comment on this question.
Regards,
P”
Of course if any tax experts are reading this I would be happy to reproduce your views on P's
question.

The FSA/FCA
(With thanks to Bill W for his assistance)
From Peter of the Action Group For Life Settlement Fund Investors.
“FCA boss Martin Wheatley has yet again engaged his mouth before his brain by hitting out at
IFAs and others in the financial services industry for failing to be innovative and "sitting on their
hands". What he would like is for them to mis-sell so that he can then blame them and justify his
huge salary. He clearly couldn't give a monkey's about the people who lose as a result of

"innovation" as long as there are expendable front line troops who can be blamed when things
go wrong.
Next week he'll be lecturing those who do take risks for their gung-ho behaviour.
Reform the FCA now!”

Please use this link:
http://epetitions.direct.gov.uk/petitions/63482
What was he referring to?
Read it here: http://www.fundweb.co.uk/news-and-analysis/regulation/fca-chief-martin-wheatleytoo-easy-to-blame-regulator-for-lack-of-innovation/2011149.article#comments
Mr Wheatley is no fool, and in his photo he looks exactly the sort of chap one would want running
the FCA, and yet isn't he the same guy who allowed the very un-reverend Flowers to run the Co-op?

The FSA/FCA a New Question- Where do we send our claim?
It's not really new, but in view of the growing attention being paid to the FSA, by investors in
several Life Settlement Funds, it is one that requires an answer.
All of those who invested in Rockingham are painfully aware that Rockingham did not have PI
insurance at the time the balloon went up. Effectively they had allowed their policy to lapse while
under the regulation of the FSA. My question goes far further than Rockingham and relates to
Catalyst, as this effects every investor in ARM Bonds. Although I do not have it in writing, I have
been told that they also either did not have or had lapsed their PI insurance. Mark Shaw, when
speaking at the Bondholder Meeting, was vague on this point, as he is of course not responsible for
Catalyst.
Irrespective of whether they had lapsed their insurance or never had it, Catalyst were under FSA
regulation, and they should have been aware of either eventuality. Why is this important? Because
now Catalyst has been found to be at fault, and three former executives have been fined by the
regulator, we could all have claimed for our losses from the insurance company.
If cover had lapsed, the FCA must have it in it's power to lean on the insurers at the time of the
débâcle and ask them to honour the risk they took on. The Insurance Company itself must be FCA
regulated so nothing should be impossible.
It gets even more interesting, in my view, if the FSA allowed a regulated company to operate
without insurance. Surely it would not be unreasonable to ask the FCA to compensate us for the
FSA's omission? Perhaps there is a reader in the IFA community, who stand to loose so much from
funding the FSCS levy, who would like to assist with this matter?

BDO
We all continue to await the ruling of the Luxembourg Tribunal, so expect to hear something about
the end of the month.

Reconstruction Progress
I've heard nothing further from either proposer, and I assume they are also waiting on news from
Luxembourg.

Do we have your email address?
This has elicited a surprisingly large response from all over the world, and replies are still coming
in, so once again I'm leaving this up. If you are a secret reader of my Updates, and haven't
responded so far, please reply to:
armsc4000@gmail.com

BDO announcements can be found at the BDO website, below, or on our website.
http://www.bdo.co.uk/arm-abs-sa
BDO can be contacted at: arm.abs.sa@bdo.co.uk
Just a little reminder, (except where I clearly state I have confirmation or am authorised), I must
emphasise that the above is a personal view of where we are now. I welcome constructive comment
on what I've written that can be used to aid readers further understanding.
“Have a good weekend one and all”
Bob Sharpe
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